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November 9th, 2020  
 

Removing Uncertainty… 

Investors are getting a firsthand account of how markets react to the removal of uncertainty.  It is well 

archived in the annals of history that the biggest fear for markets is uncertainty.  Markets can price good 

news.  Markets can price bad news.  However, a high degree of uncertainty is akin to idle time for a child, 

“the Devil’s play-toy”, which in market parlance leaves a lot of room for investor ‘imaginations’ to price in 

anything and everything.  What we have on our hands over the past week, including this morning’s vaccine 

announcement from Pfizer, is the methodic removal of the uncertainty that has hovered overhead for the last 

several months.   

 

Let’s start with the vaccine news first.  We have been operating on the view that the medical field was 

closing in on a vaccine that would help the world turn the corner in combatting Covid-19, but I am not aware 

of any research suggesting that a 90% efficacy result was even in the realm of possibility.  Understand that 

there remain many steps between where we are with trials and there being enough production to cover the 

global population, but don’t think for a minute that this is not a complete game-changer for the path forward.  

From an investment standpoint, when you combine this outcome with growing clarity on the election front 

(more on this below), the expectation of additional fiscal stimulus (eventually, even if in a smaller package), 

and the Fed maintaining its very accommodative stance – it’s easy to understand why equity markets are 

reacting as positively as they are today.    

 

However, before we get too far ahead of ourselves, it is important to understand and appreciate the 

sequencing of events as we move forward.  We’re still in the very early stages of a vaccine being accessible 

to most of the population.  While the production and distribution process is being ramped up 

(notwithstanding any set-backs along the way), we can’t overlook the reality that the global Covid-19 case 

count just topped 50 million with the number in the U.S. surpassing 10 million.  Not only is the case count 

aggressively on the rise, but so too are hospitalization and fatality rates as well.  It goes without saying, we 

are still some ways away from being out of the woods on this front, and it’s reasonable to assume that all of 

these numbers get worse before they get better.  This is a risk that on a long-term horizon has diminished, but 

on a short-term basis is very real and needs to continue to be accounted for in one’s thinking.   

 

Many of the high frequency / real-time economic indicators that I track are confirming that economic 

momentum has waned since the late-summer and a spike in the case count won’t help to turn the tide in 

terms of consumer behavior or activity levels.  Sure, an effective and widely accepted vaccine goes a long 

way in assisting the recovery 6 – 12 months down the road, but we still have to get through this 6 – 12 month 

window before we can even consider making the ‘all clear’ call.        
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So, yes, this news should be celebrated and the reaction in capital markets is rational through the lens that 

I’m using to view it, but keep in mind that the equity market has already rallied quite a bit coming into this 

event.  On a near-term basis, this particular moment could be an “as good as it gets” window in terms of 

positive developments. Those that were well positioned in advance of this moment should be applauded, 

while those who were wrong-footed are the ones causing the outlier moves that we’re seeing in some 

markets today.   

 

What I’m getting at can be explained by what we’re witnessing in the precious metals market today, where 

gold sold off nearly -5%, silver by more than -7%, and the miners were off more than -8% at one point.  Last 

week, gold rallied 4%, gold miners ripped higher by 10.5%, silver gained more than 8%, and silver miners 

surged by nearly 15%.  Yes, on the margin some variables driving the investment outlook on this sector 

changed with the vaccine news, but the overall fundamental setup remains solid – namely, aging 

demographics, high debt levels, and rapid advancements in technology that continue to remain dominant 

forces in driving the deflationary train, which makes it more challenging for the Fed and central banks 

around the world to achieve the inflation objective they are shooting for.  As a result, policy makers are 

forced to be more aggressive, more creative, and more persistent in their pursuit of achieving said objective.  

Therefore (keeping aside this morning’s move higher in interest rates), the world’s inventory of negative 

yielding bonds expanded to a record high of $17.05 trillion to close out last week.      

 

 
 

With global debt levels at all-time highs, and with every indication that this trend only continues to worsen in 

the years ahead – then there remains little risk to a sustained move higher in real-interest rates (outside of 

brief spasms).  As such, the bull market in gold remains on solid footing and investors would be well served 

to not allow wicked sell-offs like the one we are experiencing today to shake them out of their position.   
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It is also worth considering that what comes with a smaller fiscal stimulus package is even more QE out of 

the Fed.  At this point, nobody knows what interest rate level on the 10-year T-Note represents the tipping 

point in restraining economic activity, i.e. is it 1%, 1.25%, 1.50%, or 2.0%?  Back in November 2018, with 

an economy at full employment and tax cuts in our back pocket, the 10-year yield got as high as 3.25% and 

that proved to be too high of a level.  Fast forward two years, with trillions of dollars in additional debt in the 

system, and one can rightfully assume that the threshold is much lower at this point.  Eventually the markets 

will find this level that forces the Fed into Yield Curve Control (YCC) where they cap rates out along the 

curve in the interest of protecting the private sector from being crowded out by government borrowing.  This 

will be the nirvana moment for precious metals, real assets of all kinds, and a kick-start to a dollar bear 

market cycle.  In the meantime, all financial assets will continue to benefit from the tailwind of ongoing 

balance sheet expansion from the Fed, which increased by more than $90 billion over the past month alone.  

Don’t forget that the S&P 500 has a greater than 80% positive correlation with the growth in the Fed’s 

balance sheet.  Stated simply, current liquidity conditions remain very favorable for asset prices.          

 

So here we are, with what looks to be clarity on the election front (outside of some legal battles still yet to be 

fought), an effective vaccine breakthrough (which allows investors the ability to fade the recent troubling 

rise in case counts), and what is ending up looking like a rather substantial and surprising ‘less negative’ 

outcome on the corporate earnings front.  At last check, Q3 profits per share for the S&P 500 are coming in 

at -7.5% year-over-year, which compares quite favorably with the -21% bottom-up consensus expectation at 

the end of September.  Yes, valuations remain high and this gives me pause about how strong future returns 

from the equity market will be with the S&P 500 trading at a forward P/E multiple of just under 22x (the five 

year average is 17.5x), but with the worst of the recession behind us and the policy cavalry out in full force – 

it’s hard to get to a negative view on the overall equity market.  There are parts of the equity market that I 

think are more vulnerable than others, so it will be important for investors to be more discerning and 

selective moving forward – for example, if interest rates are setting up to push higher before finding their 

new equilibrium level, then I think this is a headwind for the highly concentrated and extended Tech sector.  

The FANGAM names have been the go-to place to park capital in a low growth / low yield environment.  A 

sustained move away from this backdrop sets up the possibility of a rotation, but given how large of a chunk 

of the equity market that these companies command, it makes me wonder whether we can have a healthy 

rotation that doesn’t also bring down the major averages.  

 

On the economic front, last week’s employment report was another in a growing list of data points indicating 

that the economy is in the process of ‘healing, but not yet healed’.  Without getting into the particulars, as I 

think this one report takes a backseat to other current variables (for now), it was a very strong report and 

bested expectations.  However, it does heighten a concern of mine and that is that policy makers look at the 

improvement in the data over the summer and early fall, and incorrectly (in my opinion) draw the conclusion 

that they have already done enough.  This is a view that was articulated very well by Fed Governor Lael 

Brainard back in October: 

 

“The most significant downside risk to my outlook would be the failure of additional fiscal support to 

materialize…recessionary dynamics to become entrenched, holding back employment and spending, 

increasing scarring from extended unemployment spells, leading more businesses to shutter, and 

ultimately harming productive capacity.” 

 

Well said, and a clear testament from a very sharp economic mind that we are not out of the woods yet.  

Sure, it was nice to see the +30% (annualized) GDP print in Q3 following what was a greater than -30% 

print to the downside in Q2 and a -5% print in Q1, but that still leaves us considerably below where we were 

at the start of the year.  The Atlanta Fed is forecasting GDP to increase +3.5% in Q4 (the New York Fed is at 

+2.9%), and if these estimates are accurate then that suggests a rather meaningful deceleration as we head 
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into year end.  All told, this puts 2020 on course to end up seeing a -3.6% decline in economic activity, 

which is much weaker than the -2.9% fall in 2009, the -1.8% decline in 1982, or the -0.5% slide in 1974.  

You have to go back to WWII (1946) and the end of the Great Depression (1938) to see a calendar year with 

worse economic performance.       

 

As for my thoughts on the election, its outcome, and the ever changing positive narrative around it (first it 

was that a ‘Blue Wave’ is good for stocks…scrap that – just as long as the results aren’t contested, equity 

markets will rally because it’s over…nope, that one didn’t work, let’s try – no ‘Blue Wave’, well gridlock is 

good…come on already, make up your mind), here is my take: In a nutshell, America voted for capitalism 

(in its post-year 2000 form) in this election and repudiated socialism.  Sure, President Trump lost the 

election, so one could surmise that is a pushback against populism, but it’s hard to conclude that Donald 

Trump is the biggest loser in this election when he received over 70 million votes (outside of Joe Biden’s 

nearly 75 million votes, no other Presidential candidate in history has ever garnered this many votes).  No, it 

was the far left that to my eyes was the biggest loser of this election, and the House Democrats were not too 

far behind with what is looking like the GOP picking up roughly a dozen seats – this was far from the 

outcome most polls and prognosticators were expecting.  The GOP looks likely to retain the majority in the 

Senate – we’ll have to wait until the run-off elections for the two seats in Georgia in early January for 

confirmation, but the best-case scenario for the Dems is a 50/50 split with Vice President-elect Harris having 

the tie-breaking vote.   

 

What does this tell you?  It looks like voters preferred for the country to be in the more stable and predictable 

hands of Joe Biden (exit polls showed 21% of those who voted for him were “anti-Trump”, but not pro-

Democrat), but on policy the voters appear to have sent a clear message that they don’t favor higher taxes, no 

green energy deal, and no sweeping re-regulation of industry.  I have a lot of respect for the intelligence of 

Bernie Sanders and Elizabeth Warren, but in no unspoken terms, their policy agenda was flat-out revoked by 

this election outcome.  Perhaps this will change down the road, after all ‘change is constant’, but in the here 

and now, that’s not the case.  

 

Please don’t castigate me over my opinion and interpretation of what I see (you are entitled to yours, and I 

am happy to hear it), but to me the big story is that Trump almost pulled this off.  This was expected to be a 

landslide and it wasn’t.  It took four days to declare Biden as the victor, and sure, President Trump still has 

his day in court, but with Nevada, Arizona, Pennsylvania, and even Georgia falling Biden’s way, it would 

take a miracle (or obvious and widespread fraud) for Trump to prevail.  The bottom line is that America 

voted for decency in the White House against socialism in the legislative body.   

 

Speaking of legislation, if the Senate does remain in GOP control then this makes Mitch McConnell the most 

powerful politician in Washington because nothing gets legislated without his blessing in the Senate.  Sure, 

Biden can use executive orders, just as Trump and Obama were eventually forced to do with some of their 

ambitions, but executive orders are not legislation and markets realize the distinction.   At the end of the day, 

Biden has much less of a mandate than the final electoral college vote might suggest, and this also suggests 

to me that America voted for compromise and working together from both sides of the aisle.   

 

As for the market, it was relieved to not have to wait too long to come to the conclusion that this wasn’t 

going to be a long, drawn out, contentious election, like in 2000 where the uncertainty hung overhead for 

five weeks.   Then I think markets correctly evolved its view past the ‘Blue Wave’ huge fiscal stimulus 

expectation to one of more balance, restraint, no large tax hikes, no widespread regulation, and unification 

not only in the U.S. but on a global basis as well.  As I understand it, President-elect Biden and McConnell 

have a strong relationship based upon experience with each other during the Obama administration.  In a 

nutshell, after thinking about the election results from various angles, it is evident to me that this is a very 

good outcome and bullish for the markets.   
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Not to mention that Trump’s proclamation that everyone’s 401(k) would go to zero (or be cut in half – I 

forget which one he said, maybe both…) if Biden was elected hasn’t played out (at least not yet).  The MSCI 

All Country Equity Index just hit an all-time high, emerging markets are rallying, commodities are firm, and 

the bond market is orderly.  If you ask me, the early report card looks rather constructive from my vantage 

point.                    
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